Tissue expansion for correction of baldness in aplasia cutis congenita.
Aplasia cutis is a congenital absence of the skin, usually presenting on the scalp. In 20% of all cases, part of the skull is also absent. A residual area of baldness may still be present some years after surgical or conservative treatment. It is possible to excise the scarred hairless region and cover that area with expanded hair-bearing skin from the rest of the skull. We present three patients who underwent tissue expansion and discuss the indications and pitfalls of this procedure. Tissue expansion can be used to cover a residual alopecia defect in young children with aplasia cutis congenita and associated bone abnormalities. The quality of the bone appears to be normal in our three patients. We demonstrate that even in young children with aplasia cutis and an underlying bony defect, tissue expansion is a safe and effective modality as a second stage reconstruction procedure.